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[Diagram showing the flow of imaging data through the processor to the final image output]
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Black Level Adjustment

Noise Reduction

White Balance

RGB to YCC Conversion

Gamma Correction

RGB Blending

CFA Interpolation

Edge Enhance

Contrast Enhance

False Chroma Suppression
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Vertex processing
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Intra-/Inter-frame Prediction Model → Residual → Transform/Quantize Residual → Entropy Encoding

Previously Coded Data
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Analog Signal
- Continuous in Time
- Continuous in Amplitude

Sample & Hold
- Sampling Frequency must be defined
- Continuous in Time
- Continuous in Amplitude

Quantization
- Discrete in Time
- Continuous in Amplitude

Encoding
- Discrete in Time
- Discrete in Amplitude

Digital Signal
- Discrete in Time
- Discrete in Amplitude
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Emerging Applications Integrate All Components

Co-Optimize/Design Different Computing Domains Across the Entire SoC
Nvidia TX2 SoC
You can’t fix what you can’t measure
## Architecture Modeling Infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Gem5/Marss86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>GPGPUSim/GPUWattch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>DRAMSim2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN Accelerator</td>
<td>SCALESim/RTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC</td>
<td>PARADE/GemDroid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Why Do We Need Another SoC Modeling Tool?
Requirements for SoC-Level Modeling

- Do we need cycle-accurate CPU models in SoC Simulation?
- Do we need cycle-accurate GPU models in SoC Simulation?
- At what granularity should we model the SoC?
- What are evaluation metrics should we care about?
- What IP blocks should we support, and how do we support new IP blocks?
- First-order bottleneck analysis vs. detailed perf. model
Different Modeling Levels and Strategies

- Hardware Modeling
  - Analytical Model
  - Simulation Model
- Task-level Modeling
  - SoC-level tasks (case-study: continuous vision)
  - IP-level tasks (case-study: DNN accelerator)
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